2017-2018 Special Education
PROGRAM UPDATE

ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS ADDED
- 1 FTE SDC-AUT class added to Willow Cove Elementary School
  Reduced class size; allowed for full continuum of program on one site
- 1 FTE SDC-AUT class added to Parkside Elementary School
  Reduced class size; allowed student placements based on individual need
- 1 FTE SDC-MM class added to Hillview Junior High School
  Reduced class size; allowed Hillview Junior High students to attend their home school
- 1 FTE RSP class added to Pittsburg High School
  Address increase in student enrollment; reduce caseload size
- 2 FTE SDC-MM class added to Pittsburg High School
  Reduced class size
- 1 FTE SDC-AUT class added to Pittsburg High School
  Offer program at the high school to address student need

ONGOING
- Adjusted teacher assignments to classes based on teacher credentialing
- Adjusted student placement based on student educational, with consideration of student disability, grade level and residence (whenever possible)